TRAVEL

Where the

wild
things are

From migratory herds
crossing treacherous rivers
to big cats tracking their
prey, the African savannah
in Kenya offers several
opportunities to witness some
of the greatest spectacles in
the natural world
By Charukesi Ramadurai

N

ot too long ago, small men
in large sola topis (pith helmets) and hunting rifles
went on foot to shoot Africa’s Big Five. I’m reminded of them as, armed with
only my camera and my
love for the wilderness, I head to Kenya with
my husband — also in the hopes of glimpsing
those magnificent beasts. The Big Five — lion,
leopard, rhino, wild buffalo and elephant —
have roamed the African savannah for millennia, and my recent trip fills my mind with postcard images, including the solitary acacia tree
on a sweeping flatland and the curious cheetah
sniffing around my safari vehicle.
Isaac, who is going to be our driver-guide
for the next few days, picks us up early in the
morning from our Nairobi hotel. His fourwheel drive jeep — that is able to navigate city
roads just as well as it can jungle tracks —
comes with a roof that can be opened inside
the forest. Most of the drive from Nairobi is
on smooth roads, the highway undulating
gently and then stretching out straight and
flat. We catch occasional glimpses of animals
by the roadside: a gang of mischievous baboons, a lone zebra… Shopkeepers flag our
van at regular intervals, wanting to sell us
fizzy drinks and kitschy trinkets, roasted corn
and insect repellents. And Isaac keeps up the
conversation about how Kenya is changing,
how he can never tire of seeing the local wildlife, and his kids back in the village.
With 60 kms to go, he suddenly asks, “Are
you ready for a free massage?” The road, so
far offering no reason for complaint, suddenly turns into a bumpy roller-coaster ride,
with potholes the size of craters. Soon, even
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ICONIC: The annual
wildebeest crossing is a
sight to behold
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IN THE WILD: 1. A herd of giraffes mind their own business; 2. The African savannah is
not always about predators and preys; often, it is a study in the mutual cohabitation of
different species too; 3. Leopard-spotting is an exercise in patience; 4. Lion cubs in a
playful mood; this is a species that has no compunctions with posing for a shot
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the pretence of a road vanishes, as we jolt
along on rough mud tracks, our jeep raising
a constant cloud of red dust, until we finally pull up at the main gate to Maasai Mara,
from where our luxury camp is another half
hour drive.
A quick lunch later — we are restless to get
to where the animals are — and it is time for
our first safari into the wild. Isaac has opened
up the roof of the van and we stand up to look
all around. The African savannah is every bit
as I have pictured it: expansive and open. It
is arid and lush by turns, the earth cracked in
some places and a pile of slush, thanks to the
recent rains, in others.
The drive gets more and more interesting
as the heat of day begins to break, every
single animal and bird on the way a delight.
Just being out there in the middle of such a
primeval landscape is exciting. Isaac identifies various species effortlessly, driving us
to specific vantage points for good photographs. We spot zebras and giraffes, impalas
and Thompson gazelles, Ugandan cranes
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Soon, even the pretence of a road vanishes, as we jolt along on
rough tracks, our jeep
raising a constant cloud
of dust, until we pull up
at the Maasai Mara
and Marabou storks.
Most of the time, it is utterly quiet — the
silence broken only by the crackling chatter
on the radio that drivers use to communicate
with each other in this vast wilderness. Isaac
drives us to a spot where a small crowd has
already collected in a semi-circle below a
sparse tree, people on safari vans craning their
necks up in search of the leopard that was —

seen? Scented? Heard? — in the vicinity by
someone at some time.
We can see the carcass of a topi (a type of
antelope) hanging from the tree, but we also
know that with so many humans around, the
leopard is unlikely to emerge. And so we resign ourselves to a long wait, finding sublime
joy in the double rainbow that has appeared
on the horizon. It is over 30 minutes since we
fetched up here, and the light is fading. We
decide to move on.
Slightly disappointed, we console ourselves
with the thought that this is but the first game
drive, and we have several more lined up.
Isaac drives purposefully, refusing to answer
any questions. Suddenly, he takes a turn and,
right in front of us, we see three cheetahs lying on the road. And then he turns around
with a triumphant grin. What an incredible
sighting that is: just the three cats and the
three of us, the former ignoring us as resolutely as we are focusing on them.
On our way back to camp, Isaac swings by
the tree where we’d waited earlier that eve-
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ning and, sure enough, the leopard is perched
on a branch, eating its topi dinner in peace
and without an audience. My husband and
I beam at each other.
We have chosen to travel during peak season for this region, when the great migration
takes place and millions of wildebeest (gnus)
cross the Mara river from Tanzania to Kenya
in search of fodder and to breed. So, we are
torn when Isaac asks the next morning: lion
or wildebeest? As we are setting out on a daylong safari, he wants to know which direction
to drive in. We choose Simba (the Swahili
word for lion, made popular by the 1994
movie The Lion King) for now.
Over the course of the morning drive, we
see eight lions — lionesses and frolicking cubs
included. Unlike the shy and elusive leopard,
lions know themselves to be the king of the
jungle and have no such compunctions about
strutting and posing. Thus, we have the unmatched privilege of seeing four cubs playing
with each other, while the mother keeps a lazy
eye on them. Later, at some point mid-morning, we follow a lioness on a hunt, who is
herself following a small herd of giraffe. It is
a fascinating game, the hide and seek, the
stealthy chase and awkward escape.
Of course, we spot other animals along the
way, including a leopard up on a tree, and
dozens and dozens of wildebeest that have
already arrived in the Mara from the Serengeti and are grazing contentedly amidst the
zebras and antelopes. It’s just that — embarrassed as we are to admit it even to each
other — they all pale in comparison to the
lion sightings.
Towards noon, Isaac drives us deeper into
the park: away from the open grasslands and
to the banks of the Mara river, where danger
lurks most threateningly — in the form of
crocodiles. To make the crossing easier, wildebeest make friends with zebras over time
— the two species looking out for each other
in a balance of skills found only in nature.
When we arrive at the river, we can see
hundreds of wildebeest on the other side in
Tanzania. But they are all quietly minding
their own business, sleeping or grazing, and
seem in no mood to move. Hey, where is the
migration, I am tempted to demand churlishly. We tuck into our packed lunch and
settle down to wait.
The migration starts with one solitary zebra,
followed by a brave gnu who steps into the
water. There is a restlessness in the scattered
herds on shore, some tentatively moving forward and then rushing back, undecided, confused. All of a sudden, as if responding to a
divine signal, the wildebeest form a single line
and start running towards the water. Hundreds pour in from all sides, joining in that
primordial race for survival, and crossing over
to their temporary new home. That is when I
understand why this annual migration is considered one of the greatest spectacles in the
natural world.
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